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Eschaton-a-Go-Go Synopsis
In the universe next door, Doctor Ravana makes war on Heaven and
loses. She is accompanied into exile in our universe by her elder sister,
General Kumbhakarna, where they are tasked with helping the evolving
humans. This is difficult due to the fact that they are eight feet tall and
terrify the hunter gatherers of the Pliocene era. Mostly Kumbhakarna and
her lieutenants, Moe and Foe, fight monsters from adjacent universes trying to invade this one. During this time, the sisters meet the Lake Spirits
from Lake Baikal who’ve grown tired of their home and are having a
look at the rest of the planet. Kumbhakarna attempts to recruit the petite
Angara, Selenga, Turka, and Sarma to help them with the humans, but
she is rudely rebuffed. Nevertheless, the sisters keep an eye on the Lake
Spirits on their adventures in the evolving world.
In our present, the sisters and Lake Spirits find some humans to help in
Los Angeles, where a military coup has made life difficult for everyone,
including the librarians of the Los Angeles Public Library. Life has also
become challenging for Luke Thomas, owner of Comic Firmament comic
book store, his employee, John Matthews, and their customer Mark Bartholomew. These three are in an awkward triangle where Mark loves
John, but John loves Luke, and Luke hasn’t a clue about it. Things get
more complex after the All Girl Rapture occurs and half of the human
species ascends to Heaven body and soul.
Ginger Mayerson
May 16, 2014

Kumbhakarna. This is the design for the Queen of Diamonds in the IndieGoGo playing cards
perk (still available; contact us or have a look at our website www.EaGoGo.WapshottPress.com).
Kumbha is in furs in our universe, looking thoughtful. Ginger choose to make Kumbha the Queen
of Diamonds, because of the large amounts of black in the background (diamonds are red) and
also because the Tarot counterpart to diamonds are swords, and among Kumhba’s many warrior
talents is a swordswomanship. Maybe a tarot deck will be a perk in our next fundraiser...hmmm...
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Doctor Ravana, based on Portuguese actress Maria de Madeiros. Molly has been taken with
Ms de Madeiros since seeing her in Henry and June some years (decades) back. Ravana is the
so-called brains of the family who got them exiled in the first place. This is the design for the
Queen of Hearts in the IndieGoGo playing cards perk. At this point in the story, she’s decided
that all that hair and headgear were too fussy to maintain (and also Molly wasn’t so sure she’d
want to draw it for 80 pages) so like any good flapper, she lopped it off.
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Foe, Kumbhakarna’s lieutenant
(playing card)
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Monkey Business. Study of a sandstone relief celebrating Kumbhakarna’s monkey battle.
The original was found in Angkor and is now displayed at the Asian Art Museum in
San Francisco, California.
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Kumbhakarna and the Lake Spirits. One of the many problems Kumbhakarna and Ravana have
in our universe is that they’re at least 8 feet tall, and scare the hell out of the primitive humans
they’re trying to help. They try to enlist the Lake Spirits in their project, but are rudely rejected.
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Luke Thomas, defender of Comics Firmament
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Kumbhakarna sleeping in a fashion most of us can only dream of...
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Durga Devi in the sky, keeping a watchful eye...
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